Abstract. We investigate the spectral properties of the Schrödinger operators in L 2 (R n ) with a singular interaction supported by an infinite family of concentric spheres
Introduction
We analyze the spectral properties of the Schrödinger operators in L 2 (R n ), n ≥ 2, with a singular interaction supported by an infinite family of concentric spheres, analogous to a system studied by Exner and Fraas [13, 14] ,
Note that in [13, 14] the case of radially periodic interactions, α k ≡ α and r k = r 0 + T k, has been considered. Motivated by the paper of Hempel, Hinz, and Kalf [20] , Exner and Fraas in [13] gave a complete characterization of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian H R,α with radially periodic interactions. The δ sphere interaction, formally given in three dimensions by the Hamiltonian H = −∆ + aδ(|x| − r 0 ), has a long history. The physical motivation was coming mainly from nuclear physics, where the model was introduced by Green and Moszkowski [19] under the name of surface delta interaction. Other applications may be found in molecular [8] and solid state physics [26, 31] . A rigorous mathematical treatment of the δ sphere interaction was first given in [5] (see also [32] for the case of finitely many δ sphere interactions).
In the present paper we are interested in spectral properties of the operator H R,α in the case of arbitrary positions r k and strengths α k of the interactions. We are going to study the following problems: self-adjointness, lower semiboundedness, characterization of the spectrum.
Namely, assume that the sequence of radii R = {r k } symmetric, it is natural to use a partial wave decomposition (see, e.g., [5, 32] ). Using the isometry (1.2) U : L 2 ((0, ∞), r n−1 dr) → L 2 (0, ∞), Uf (r) = r n−1 2 f (r), we get
Here H l is the eigenspace corresponding to the l-th eigenvalue κ l = −l(l + n − 2) of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on L 2 (S n−1 ) and I l is the unit operator on H l . The operator
is defined as the closure of the following minimal symmetric operator
min f = τ (l) [f ], (1.6)
If l(n) := So, the spectral analysis of the operator H R,α is clearly reduced to the analysis of the Bessel operators h (l) R,α with local point interactions. Our main aim is to apply the results obtained in the recent papers [3, 23] for studying the properties of the Hamiltonians (1.1).
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is of preliminary character. Here we collect the results on spectral properties of Sturm-Liouville operators h (0) R,α,q with δ-interactions. In Section 3, we show that all the results from Section 2 can be extended to the case of an arbitrary l ≥ − 1 2 . In Section 4, we collect results on the number of negative squares (eigenvalues) of the operators h (l) R,α . In particular, we prove the analog of the classical Bargmann estimate for operators with δ-interactions. Note that this problem has attracted some attention recently 1 Note that in [10] and [13] a somewhat different boundary condition lim r→0 f (r) √ r log r = 0 is used in the case n = 2 and l = 0, i.e., when l(n) = −1/2. In fact, these conditions coincide since in this case the minimal symmetric operator associated with − (see [4, 17, 24, 28, 29] and references therein). In the final Section 5 we describe the main spectral properties of multi-dimensional Schrödinger operators H R,α with concentric δ-shells. In Appendix we collect necessary notions and facts on the concept of boundary triplets and Weyl functions.
Notation. N, C, R have the usual meaning; R + = [0, ∞). dom(T ), ker(T ), ran(T ) are the domain, the kernel, the range of a linear operator T in a Hilbert space H, respectively; R T (λ) := (T − λI) −1 , λ ∈ ρ(T ), is the resolvent of T ; σ(T ) and ρ(T ) denote the spectrum and the resolvent set of T .
E T (·) denotes the spectral measure of a self-adjoint operator T = T * in H, T − := T E T (−∞, 0) and T + := T E T (0, +∞) are the negative and positive parts of the operator T , respectively, and κ ± (T ) := dim ran(T ± ) (if κ ± (T ) < ∞, then κ ± (T ) is the number of negative/positive eigenvalues of T counting multiplicities).
Let R be a discrete subset of R + , R = {r k } ∞ 1 and r k ↑ +∞. Then C ∞ (R + \ R) is the set of infinitely differentiable functions on each interval [r k−1 , r k ]. Also we shall use the following Sobolev spaces (p ≥ 1)
1-D Schrödinger operators with δ-interactions
Let us first briefly recall the main properties of one-dimensional systems with δ interactions [2, 3, 23] . We consider the differential expression
with δ-type interactions at points r k accumulating only at ∞, r k ↑ +∞. Namely, define the operator
It is clear that h ′ R,α,q is a symmetric operator. Let h R,α,q denote the closure of h
If q ≡ 0, we set h R,α := h R,α,0 . In the recent paper [23] , two of us investigated the Hamiltonian h R,α,q in the framework of the extension theory of symmetric operators. More precisely, applying the technique of boundary triplets and the corresponding Weyl functions (see, e.g., [18, 11] ), it is shown in [23, §5] that self-adjontness, lower semiboundedness, and discreteness of the spectrum of H R,α correlate with the corresponding spectral properties of the Jacobi matrix (2.4)
Namely, with B R,α one associates in l 2 a closed minimal symmetric operator, also denoted by B R,α (cf. [6] ). Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.1 ( [23, 24] ). Let h R,α,q and B R,α be the minimal symmetric operators defined by (2.1)-(2.3) and (2.4)-(2.5), respectively. Assume also that q ∈ L ∞ (R + ) and
(ii) h R,α,q is lower semibounded (non-negative) if and only if so is B R,α .
(iv) Assume in addition that q ≡ 0. Then the negative spectrum of h R,α is discrete (finite) if and only if the negative spectrum of B R,α is also discrete (finite).
Using the form approach developed in [3] for lower semibounded Hamiltonians with δ-interactions, Theorem 2.1 can be made more specific and detailed in several directions.
Theorem 2.2. If the minimal operator h R,α,q is lower semibounded, then it is self-adjoint, h R,α,q = (h R,α,q ) * . In particular, if
then the operator h R,α,q is lower semibounded and hence is self-adjoint.
Next the classical Molchanov discreteness criterion has been extended in [3] to the case of the Hamiltonians h R,α,q . Theorem 2.3. Let the potential q and the sequence α satisfy (2.6) and (2.7), respectively. The spectrum σ(h R,α,q ) of the operator h R,α,q is discrete if and only if for every ε > 0 (2.8)
Moreover, the version of Birman's result [7] on stability of a continuous spectrum holds true. 
It is interesting to note that the condition
is insufficient for the Hamiltonian h R,α to have a continuous spectrum (see [23, 3] ). Moreover, it may even happen that (2.11) is satisfied, although the spectrum σ(h R,α ) is purely discrete (see [3, Remark 4.6] ).
Remark 2.5. Let us mention that Theorems 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 remain true for potentials that are locally finite measures on R + (see [3] ).
Bessel operators with local point interactions
The main goal of this section is to extend the results of Section 2 to the case of Bessel type operators. Namely, assume that
2 ), then we also impose the usual boundary conditions at r = 0,
Clearly, the operator (h
Connection with Jacobi matrices. In this subsection we are going to establish the analog of Theorem 2.1.
R,α,q and B R,α be the minimal symmetric operators defined by (3.1)-(3.6) and (2.4)-(2.5), respectively. Assume also that q ∈ L ∞ (R + ) and
R,α,q is self-adjoint if and only if so is B R,α . Moreover, n ± (h
R,α,q is lower semibounded if and only if so is B R,α . Moreover, h (l) R,α,q is nonnegative whenever so are l and B R,α .
R,α is discrete if and only if the negative spectrum of B R,α is also discrete. (v) Assume that q ≡ 0 and l ≥ 0. The negative spectrum of h
Proof. Choose c ∈ (0, r 1 ). Then the operator h (l) R,α,q is a rank one perturbation (in the resolvent sense) of the following direct sum operator
Here h R,α,q to the interval I ∈ {(0, c), (c, +∞)} and subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions at r = c.
Further, we observe that the potential
tends to 0 as r → ∞ and also is bounded on (c, +∞) for all l ≥ −1/2. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 clearly holds for the operator h
(0, c) is self-adjoint, lower semibounded and has purely discrete spectrum. The proof of the lemma is completed by using the fact that self-adjointness, lower semiboundedness, discreteness, as well as a continuous spectrum are stable under finite rank perturbations. Moreover, the same arguments prove statements (iv) and (v). 
Number of negative squares
4.1. The case of an arbitrary measure potential. Let l ≥ −1/2. To any finite non-negative Borel measure µ on R + we associate the quadratic form
Here dom(t
0 ) denotes the form domain of the Bessel operator h
−µ is closed (cf. [3] and Theorem 2.2, Remarks 2.5, 3.3). Denote by h
Theorem 4.1 (Bargmann's bound). Let µ be a finite non-negative Borel measure on R + . Then
If µ is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, µ = q(r)dr, the result is well known and the estimate is called the Bargmann bound and various proofs of this inequality can be found in [22, 27, 30, 33, 34] . Let us prove it for arbitrary measures.
We shall present two different proofs. The first one is elementary and is based on the classical Bargmann bound. The second one is based on the Birman-Schwinger approach and establishes a connection with the Krein string operators.
The first proof. Choose a nondecreasing sequence {q n } ∞ n=1 of functions q n :
, and q n dr
Clearly, the operator h n := h
− q n is self-adjoint and lower semibounded. Moreover, it follows from (4.4) and (4.1) that
0 ), i.e., the forms t
n approach the form t
−µ from above. Therefore, by [22, Theorem VIII.3.11] , the convergence in (4.5) implies that the operators h
−µ in the strong resolvent sense. In turn, by [22, Theorem VIII.
n ) for n large enough. Combining this relation with the classical Bargman estimates in the
we arrive at (4.3) with l > −1/2. The case l = −1/2 is considered similarly.
The second proof. If the integral in (4.3) is infinite, then the claim is trivial. So, assume that it is finite.
Firstly, for λ ≤ 0 consider the following self-adjoint integral operator
where the kernel K l is the Green function of the unperturbed Bessel operator h
where J ν (·) and H ν (·) are the Bessel and the Hankel functions of order ν (see, e.g., [1, Chapter 9] ).
Notice that the kernel
Since µ is a finite measure, the identical embedding
Observe also that (cf. [1, formulas (9.1.10), (9.1.3) and (9.1.11)])
Therefore (see [16, Chapter III.10] ), for all λ ≤ 0 the operator K µ (λ) is of trace class and
By Theorem 2.4, the negative spectrum of h
−µ consists of isolated eigenvalues. We show that −λ 0 < 0 is the eigenvalue of h −µ corresponding to −λ 0 . The latter means that the equality
is dense. This implies that ψ 0 is the eigenfunction of K µ (−λ 0 ) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. Moreover, (4.12) dim ker h
) strictly increases as λ ↑ 0. It easily follows (cf. [11, Theorem 4] , the first step of the proof) that
Combining this estimate with the obvious inequality
and taking formula (4.11) into account we complete the proof.
Remark 4.3. (i)
The second proof is a modification of the Birman-Schwinger approach, see, e.g., [27, 30, 33, 34] .
(ii) To the best of our knowledge (see, e.g., [22, 30, 33, 34] ) the inequality in
rdµ(r). However, it follows from the second proof that the inequality in (4.3) is indeed strict. 
Proof. Immediately follows from Theorem 4.1.
4.2.
The case of a finite number of δ-interactions. In this subsection we restrict ourselves to the case of finitely many δ-interactions,
We also exclude the case l = −1/2 in order to avoid cumbersome calculations.
The boundary triplet and the corresponding Weyl function. The operator h (l)
R,α also admits the following representation
Note that it is a self-adjoint extension of the following symmetric operator having deficiency indices (N, N )
Using the asymptotic behavior of Bessel and Hankel functions (cf. [1, formulas (9.1.10) and (9.2.3)])
we conclude that the defect subspace
min is given by
for any z / ∈ R + . Here the functions φ l and ψ l are defined by (4.9). First we present a boundary triplet for the operator (h (i) The adjoint operator (h
forms a boundary triplet for the operator (h
The corresponding Weyl function is given by
, z / ∈ R + .
(iv) The domain of the operator h (l) R,α admits the following representation
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iv) are straightforward. Let us prove (iii). By Definition A.2, the Weyl function is defined by
we obtain (4.23)
we see that
Combining (4.23) with (4.24) we arrive at (4.19).
Remark 4.6. Note that the Weyl function (4.19) can be represented in the following form
µ is the integral operator (4.7)-(4.8) with dµ = dr, it is not difficult to check that M l given by (4.25) coincides with (4.19).
4.2.2.
The number of negative eigenvalues. Using (4.20) and (4.19) and applying Proposition A.1, we arrive at the following equality
where
Using [1, formulas (9.2.1) and (9.2.3)], it is not difficult to see that M l (−∞) = 0. Moreover, using [1, formulas (9.1.7) and (9.1.9)], we obtain
. . . r Finally, noting that κ − (−Λ −1 ) = κ + (Λ) = κ + (α), we prove the following result.
Theorem 4.7. Let h (l)
R,α be the operator given by (4.15). Then As an immediate corollary we get the following statement. 
Proof. To prove the claim it suffices to note that
R − ,α − ), and then to apply Theorem 4.7 to the operator h 
where α 1 < 0 and r 1 > 0. By Theorem 4.7, we obtain
Example 4.11. Assume now that N = 2, i.e., consider the Hamiltonian
where α j ∈ R \ {0} and r 2 > r 1 > 0. If α = {α 1 , α 2 } ⊂ (0, +∞), then, by Corollary 4.22, κ − (h
2 ) = 0. Assume that either α 1 < 0 or α 2 < 0, that is κ − (α) = 1. Then, by Theorem 4.7, If both α 1 and α 2 are negative, then
In particular, κ − (h
2 ) = 0 precisely if (4.38) |α j |r j < 2l + 1, (j = 1, 2), and 2l + 1
Moreover, κ − (h (ii) If α = α − and the Hamiltonian h
In particular, κ − (h 
Furthermore, a set of m discs having no point in common with the remaining n − m discs contains precisely m eigenvalues of A. 
Clearly, if N ≥ 2, then the righthand side of the last inequality is positive precisely if k = N and r N >
R,α be given by (4.15) and α = α − . Assume that there exists ε ∈ (0, 1) such that
Proof. To prove the statement it suffices to show that there is a sequence of positive numbers {b k } 
Let us check the inequalities (4.43) with k ∈ Ω + = {1, 2}. Firstly, using (4.49), we easily get
and hence (4.47) implies (4.43) in the case k = 1. Next, let k = 2. Using the first inequality in (4.45) and noting that r 2 < r k for k > 2, we get
Combining this inequality with (4.47), we arrive at (4.43) with k = 2.
Finally, we check the conditions (4.44). Starting with inequalities (4.48) and using inequalities (4.45) we obtain for k ∈ {3, . . . , N },
Thus, inequalities (4.44) are verified for k ∈ Ω − = {3, ..., N }. It remains to apply Proposition 4.16.
4.2.4.
Bargmann's bound. Assume that Λ = Λ − , i.e., all intensities α k are negative,
Moreover, it is easy to see that
. . .
The latter enables us to present one more of the estimate (4.3) in the special case 
Proof. Combining (4.27) with (4.50) and noting that Λ = Λ − , we get Proof. The proof is immediate from Theorem 4.1. Proof. Firstly, by (4.1), we observe that κ − (h
The latter holds true precisely if the operator K µ (0) given by (4.7)-(4.8) with l = 0 satisfies
Therefore, using the Kac-Krein criteria [21, Theorems 1, 3] , we arrive at the following implications Proof. Combining (4.27) with (4.50) and noting that κ + (α) = 0, we get 
Proof. Combining (4.51) with (4.26) and using Lemma 4.24, we prove the claim. and hence (4.53) holds true.
Schrödinger operators with δ-shells
The main aim of this section is to extend the results on spectral properties of Schrödinger operators with point interactions from the case of one dimension to the multidimensional case.
5.1. Self-adjointness. We begin with the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Let the operators H R,α and B R,α be given by (1.1) and (2.4), respectively. Then H R,α is self-adjoint if and only if the matrix B R,α is also selfadjoint. In particular, if n ± (B R,α ) = 1, then n ± (H R,α ) = ∞.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1(i), the operators h In [23, 3] , several simple necessary and sufficient self-adjointness conditions have been obtained. 
then the operator H R,α is symmetric with n ± (H R,α ) = ∞.
In the case {d k } ∈ l 2 , the question on self-adjointness of the operator H R,α is quite subtle. Several further necessary conditions can be found in [23, §5.2] (see also [9, 3] ). Let us demonstrate this by the following example.
Proof. The proof follows in a straightforward manner from Proof. By Theorem 2.1(ii), the operators h
R,α , l ∈ N 0 , are lower semibounded if and only if so is B R,α . Moreover, h
, is positive on R + if l ∈ N and n ∈ N. Hence, the representation (1.2)-(1.4) completes the proof.
Also, we obtain the following generalization of the Glazman-Povzner theorem.
Theorem 5.6. The operator H R,α is self-adjoint if it is lower semibounded.
Proof. Firstly, observe that the operator H R,α is lower semibounded if and only if so is the operator h Then the operator H R,α is self-adjoint and lower semibounded. If α = α − , then condition (5.3) is also necessary for H R,α to be lower semibounded.
Proof. The claim follows by combining Theorem 5.5 with Theorem 2.2 (see also [3, Prop. 3.6]).
5.3.
Characterization of the spectrum. Before proceeding further, we need one result on the essential spectra of Hamiltonians with spherically symmetric potentials. Remark 5.9. Theorem 5.8 was obtained in [20] in the case of locally integrable spherically symmetric potentials (see [20, Theorem 2] ). However, the approach used there can be extended to the case of Hamiltonians with concentric δ-shells (see, e.g., [13, 14] ).
5.3.1. Discreteness. In the study of the discreteness problem for the multidimensional operator we will restrict ourselves to the lower semibounded case. R,α ) is discrete but non lower semibounded, then it is possible to construct R and α such that σ ess (H R,α ) = R. We shall treat this case in greater detail elsewhere.
Continuous spectrum.
Theorem 5.12. Let the sequence α satisfy (2.7). If where H l is the eigenspace corresponding to the l-th eigenvalue κ l = −l(l +n−2) of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on L 2 (S n−1 ). Note that dim(H l ) = 2l + 1 if n = 3 and in the case n = 2 dim(H l ) = 2, l > 0 1, l = 0 .
Therefore, the results of Section 4 provide estimates for the operator H R,α . For instance, using the Bargman bound (4.3), we can easily obtain the following estimates:
(i) The case n = 3: 
